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Abstract—Software-defined networking (SDN) facilitates net-

work management by using a controller to monitor the network

status and regulate switches. Owing to its central control nature,

the controller often becomes the target of attacks. BlackNurse-
SC, an emerging type of DDoS attack, drains the controller of

its computing resources via ICMP error messages and causes a

disruption in the SDN network. To defend the controller against

BlackNurse-SC attacks, we propose an adaptive countermeasure
by credibility (ACC) that checks if hosts have suspected attacking

behavior and assesses their credibility. Low-credibility hosts will

have their ICMP packets blocked as a penalty, and the penalty

duration is adjusted depending on the degree of credibility. In

addition, the credibility of a host can be restored when it doesn’t

send ICMP error messages for a while. Simulation results reveal

that the ACC scheme can protect a controller from BlackNurse-

SC attacks effectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A network can be segmented into control and data planes.

The control plane supervises the network, and the data plane

copes with packet forwarding. Traditionally, both planes are

located in switches, making management jobs (e.g., applying

new protocols or monitoring the network) cumbersome [1].

Hence, software-defined networking (SDN) abstracts the con-

trol plane and puts it into a controller to flexibly monitor and

configure the network. The controller queries switches about

their states and issues instructions to direct their operations.

SDN has various applications, such as privacy preservation

[2], road safety [3], data-center management [4], and smart

cities [5]. It is also a key technology for B5G communication

[6] and IoT service provisioning [7].

OpenFlow is widely used to implement SDN, which allows

the controller to set flow rules for switches. Each switch finds

appropriate flow rules in its flow table for an incoming packet.

If there is a matching flow rule, the switch forwards or drops

the packet based on that rule. Otherwise, the switch relays the

packet that is wrapped in a Packet In message (PIM) to the

controller. After processing the packet, the controller assigns

a flow rule to the switch [8].

However, as the controller is essential to an SDN network,

it is a significant target for attacks. Recently, a novel type of

attack called BlackNurse-SC (SC means “SDN controller”)

has been proposed [9], which aims to use up the controller’s

resources. It is a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack

evolving from a BlackNurse attack that targets the firewall.

BlackNurse-SC sends packets to botnet members (BMs) in

the SDN network, making the controller set flow rules for the

packets. BMs are compromised computers and IoT devices

(below, they are all referred to as hosts) whose security has
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Fig. 1. Complete message flow in one iteration of BlackNurse-SC.

been breached. The attacker then orders BMs to create ICMP

error messages. Doing so not only makes switches send many

PIMs to the controller but also forces the controller to be busy

dealing with ICMP error messages and updating its topology

view (frequently but incorrectly). Eventually, the controller’s

computing resources will be exhausted, thereby causing a

denial-of-service to legitimate users.

Unlike most DDoS attacks, BlackNurse-SC does not pro-

duce a flood of packets, which would raise the difficulty of

identifying the attack. Thus, this paper proposes an adaptive

countermeasure by credibility (ACC) to defend the controller

against BlackNurse-SC. The controller records a trust value

for every host in the SDN network to keep evaluating the

host’s credibility. The more ICMP error messages a host

sends, the lower its trust value. Once the trust value falls be-

low a threshold (i.e., low credibility), the host’s ICMP packets

are blocked as a penalty. The threshold is adaptively adjusted

based on the network status. When a host does not send ICMP

error messages for some time, its credibility can be restored.

Moreover, the duration of blocking ICMP packets is adjusted

based on the degree of a host’s credibility. Simulation results

reveal that the ACC scheme can significantly reduce topology

changes made by the controller and PIMs sent by switches.

This indicates that ACC can efficiently resist BlackNurse-SC.

II. BLACKNURSE-SC ATTACK

BlackNurse-SC exploits ICMP T3C3 (type 3 code 3) mes-

sages, which point out that destinations cannot be reachable

due to unreachable ports, to oblige the controller to frequently

update its host profile. This profile is used for topology view,



which records the MAC address, IP address, and ingress port

ID for each host that the controller learns.

BMs are classified into senders and receivers. BM receivers

are in the SDN network. BM senders transmit UDP packets

to all BM receivers, where these packets are non-spoofed and

small-sized. Fig. 1 shows the complete message flow in one

iteration of BlackNurse-SC, which contains three parts:

1. BM sender hi transmits a UDP packet to BM receiver

hj . When the switch obtains the packet, it sends a PIM to the

controller. Then, the controller finds a route to hj and issues

a flow rule to the switch. With the flow rule, the switch can

forward the UDP packet to hj .

2. After getting the UDP packet, hj returns an ICMP T3C3

packet to the switch, which is relayed to the controller. Then,

the controller does three things: 1) delete hj’s entry from its

host profile to update the topology view, 2) send a flow-mod

message to the switch to change the action of the flow rule

related to hj from ‘forward’ to ‘drop’, and 3) set a flow rule

in the switch to forward the ICMP packet to hi.

3. hj picks a host hk to send a UDP packet, where hk 6= hi.

Again, the switch sends a PIM to the controller since it has

no suitable flow rules. In this case, the controller checks its

host profile and finds that there is no entry for hj . Hence, the

controller adds an entry for hj to the host profile to update the

topology view and sets a flow rule in the switch to forward

hj’s packet to hk. Moreover, the controller needs to send a

flow-mod message to ask the switch to remove the drop flow

rule (for hj) which was set in Part 2.

As can be seen, switches send many PIMs to the controller.

Besides, the controller repeatedly removes and adds entries

for BM receivers in the host profile to update its topology

view. Doing so will exhaust its computing resources.

III. RELATED WORK

A. SDN-based Countermeasures Against DDoS Attacks

DDoS attacks usually generate many packets to consume

network bandwidth, and how to apply SDN to counter these

attacks has been widely discussed. The work [10] checks if a

switch has more incoming UDP packets than outgoing ones,

which is a sign of a UDP flooding attack. Both [11] and [12]

let the controller inspect packet features (e.g., TCP flags) to

identify attacks. In [13], the controller uses a nested reverse-

exponential storage method [14] to record packet information

and checks whether there are attack flows based on their flow

sizes, IP variability, and durations. Salaria et al. [15] adopt a

principal component analysis to detect attacks and convert a

large set of traffic data into a small data set to facilitate the

analysis. Considering that attack packets may originate from

a botnet of hosts whose IP addresses are diverse, many studies

[16]–[18] detect DDoS attacks by estimating the entropy of

the source IP addresses of packets.

Though BlackNurse-SC belongs to DDoS attacks, it aims

to paralyze an SDN controller by using only a few UDP and

ICMP packets. Hence, the above countermeasures cannot be

used efficiently to resist BlackNurse-SC.

B. Countermeasures Against BlackNurse Attacks

BlackNurse is a low-rate ICMP attack capable of causing

denial-of-service to many commercial firewalls. As indicated

in [19], this attack can generate just 50K ICMP T3C3 packets

per second to let the firewall’s CPU load reach almost 100%.

The work [20] discusses some mitigation methods and points

out their disadvantages: 1) Discarding ICMP (T3C3) packets:

Doing so affects legitimate users. 2) Monitoring ICMP flows:

The effect is not good, as BlackNurse is a low-rate attack. 3)

Using a whitelist: This results in low scalability. 4) Upgrading

the firewall’s CPU: The hardware cost will increase. Hayawi

et al. [21] estimate the attack’s duration via a Markov chain,

whose objective is to drop attack packets as early as possible.

However, some normal ICMP packets are also discarded (i.e.,

false alarms). Both [22] and [23] apply the fission technique,

which employs virtual machines or Kubernetes containers to

process ICMP packets. They target mitigating the impact of

BlackNurse instead of detecting and stopping the attack.

BlackNurse-SC is a variant of BlackNurse, and there is no

effective defense method yet [9]. This motives us to propose

the ACC scheme, which evaluates the credibility of each host

and adaptively adjusts the duration of blocking ICMP packets

sent from low-credibility hosts.

IV. THE PROPOSED ACC SCHEME

BlackNurse-SC relies on BM receivers in the SDN network

to attack, but these BMs do not frequently send ICMP T3C3

packets. So, the difference in behavior between BM receivers

and legitimate hosts is not apparent. Hence, the ACC scheme

takes two measures. First, each host hj in the SDN network

is associated with a three-tuple credibility entry (λj , fj , τj),
where λj ∈ Z

+

0 is the trust value, fj ∈ {true, false} indicates

whether hj sends ICMP T3C3 packets in the current period,

and τj is the penalty duration (in seconds). Second, on getting

an ICMP T3C3 packet sent by hj , the controller then deletes

hj from its host profile but still keeps hj’s credibility entry.

As mentioned in Section II, BM receivers will be repeatedly

added to and removed from the controller’s topology view to

consume its computing resources. Keeping credibility entries

can help the controller stably evaluate the credibility of hosts

from which it has learned. When a host hj is removed from

the topology and does not appear for a long time (e.g., more

than 3 hours), the controller discards hj’s credibility entry to

save its memory space.

In Section IV-A, we explain how to set credibility entries

for hosts. Section IV-B adjusts a host’s credibility entry based

on its behavior in sending ICMP T3C3 packets and disposes

of the host accordingly (specifically, punishing it or restoring

its credibility). We then detail the penalty mechanism for low-

credibility hosts in Section IV-C. After that, Section IV-D has

a discussion on the ACC scheme.

A. Setting Credibility Entries

When the controller discovers that a host hj is added to

the SDN network (according to the PIM sent from a switch)

and there is no credibility entry for hj (which implies that

hj is a new host), the controller assigns a credibility entry

(λj , false, 0) to hj . In particular, fj = false (i.e., not sending

ICMP T3C3 packets yet) and τj = 0 (i.e., no penalty). The

initial value for λj is set to either λH or λL, where λH > λL,

based on the mode used:

Normal mode: There are only a few ICMP T3C3 packets

sent, so we set λj = λH. Each host is allowed to send more

ICMP T3C3 packets to reflect the topology’s change.



Alert mode: If the rate of sending ICMP T3C3 packets sig-

nificantly rises, there is a good possibility that a BlackNurse-

SC attack is launched. Hence, we set λj = λL to mitigate the

attacking effect of BM receivers as early as possible.

To decide the mode, we check the following condition:

(Pmax − Ps)/Pmax < δ, (1)

where Pmax is the maximum number of ICMP T3C3 packets

that the controller can handle per second, Ps is the number

of ICMP T3C3 packets sent in a second, and 0 < δ < 1 is a

threshold. If Eq. (1) holds, it means that the rate of sending

ICMP T3C3 packets increases abnormally, so the alert mode

is used. Otherwise, we employ the normal mode.

B. Assessing and Disposing of Hosts

Let Ĥ be the set of hosts in the SDN network known by

the controller, and T be the period length. Algorithm 1 gives

the pseudocode to assess and dispose of hosts in Ĥ, which is

performed period by period. This algorithm has two phases.

Phase 1 contains lines 1–7, and phase 2 covers lines 8–15.

In phase 1, whenever a host hj ∈ Ĥ sends an ICMP T3C3

packet within the current period, its trust value λj is deducted

by one and flag fj is set to true. The code is given in lines

3–5. Notice that to avoid the value of λj becoming negative

(where this may occur when hj keeps sending ICMP T3C3

packets), we thus set λj to max{λj − 1, 0} in line 4. Then,

once λj falls below a threshold λth, hj is considered to be

attacking the controller. Consequently, the penalty mechanism

in Section IV-C will be performed to block hj’s ICMP T3C3

packets, as shown in lines 6 and 7.

Phase 2 is carried out at the end of a period. If flag fj is

true, it implies that host hj sent ICMP T3C3 packets during

the period. Hence, we just set its flag fj to false, and hj has

to employ the residual value of λj for assessment in the next

period, as shown in lines 9 and 10. Otherwise, hj behaved

normally (i.e., without transmitting ICMP T3C3 packets), and

its credibility can be restored. As discussed in Section IV-A,

hj’s trust value λj is reset to λL or λH when the current mode

is alert or normal, respectively, where λL < λH. The code is

shown in lines 11–15. Resetting the trust value of a host (i.e.,

restoring its credibility) can avoid excessively blocking the

host’s ICMP T3C3 packets, thereby reducing false alarms.

C. Penalty Mechanism

When Algorithm 1 judges that a host hj is launching the

BlackNurse-SC attack, hj’s subsequent ICMP T3C3 packets

will be blocked to prevent hj further attacking the controller.

The duration τj of blocking ICMP T3C3 packets is decided

based on the degree of hj’s credibility. In particular, if hj’s

trust value is lower (which means that hj has sent more ICMP

T3C3 packets), the penalty duration becomes longer, and vice

versa. To do so, we calculate the penalty duration as follows:

τj =

⌈

λth − λj

λth/m

⌉

× tbase, (2)

where the duration is divided into m levels (m > 1) and tbase
is the basic time length (in seconds). By line 6 in Algorithm 1,

the condition λth > λj holds, so Eq. (2) ensures that τj ≥
tbase. Let us take an example. Suppose that λth = 30, m = 3,

and tbase = 15s. According to trust value λj , there are three

Algorithm 1: Assessing and Disposing of Hosts

1 while Period T has not yet expired do

2 foreach hj ∈ Ĥ do

3 if hj sends an ICMP T3C3 packet then

4 λj ← max{λj − 1, 0};
5 fj ← true;

6 if λj < λth then

7 Punish hj by the penalty mechanism

in Section IV-C;

8 foreach hj ∈ Ĥ do

9 if fj = true then

10 fj ← false;

11 else

12 if mode = alert then

13 λj ← λL;

14 else

15 λj ← λH;

levels of penalty duration for hj : 1) If 20 ≤ λj ≤ 29, τj =
d 30−20

30/3 e × 15 = · · · = d 30−29

30/3 e × 15 = 15s. 2) If 10 ≤ λj ≤

19, τj = d 30−10

30/3 e × 15 = · · · = d 30−19

30/3 e × 15 = 30s. 3) If

0 ≤ λj ≤ 9, τj = d
30−0

30/3 e × 15 = · · · = d 30−9

30/3 e × 15 = 45s.

Let sk be the switch that connects with hj . The controller

installs a flow rule in sk to ask it to discard hj’s ICMP T3C3

packets. The hard timeout field of this flow rule is set to τj .

In this way, after τj seconds, sk will remove the flow rule

by itself and stop discarding hj’s ICMP T3C3 packets.

During the execution of the penalty, if hj still sends ICMP

T3C3 packets (these packets will be dropped), sk then records

the number Npen

j of ICMP T3C3 packets sent from hj . After

finishing the penalty, sk passes the information about Npen

j to

the controller, and hj’s trust value is set to max{λj−N
pen

j , 0}
(i.e., to replace line 4 in Algorithm 1).

D. Discussion

Let us discuss the rationale of our ACC scheme. Observe

the complete message flow in Fig. 1. BlackNurse-SC exploits

ICMP T3C3 packets sent from BM receivers in Part 2 to

force the controller to update its host profile and issue flow

rules to switches, where these rules are actually unnecessary.

After BM receivers have been removed from the controller’s

topology view, they transmit UDP packets to make the con-

troller repeat similar things in Part 3. Doing so will eventually

use up the controller’s computing resources. Therefore, ACC

aims to block malicious ICMP T3C3 packets. In this way, the

message flow in Part 2 will be stopped. Moreover, since these

BM receivers are still kept in the controller’s topology view,

even if they send UDP packets in Part 3, the controller need

not update the host profile and set flow rules in switches. In

other words, the message flow in Part 3 can also be stopped.

In effect, BM receivers are not fixed. A legitimate host in

the SDN network may become a BM receiver if it is installed

with malware (e.g., a virus or a Trojan horse). On the other

hand, a BM receiver can revert to a legitimate host once its

malware has been removed. Hence, traditional solutions, such
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as using a blacklist to record BM receivers, may not perform

well. Instead, the ACC scheme assesses the credibility of each

host based on its behavior in sending ICMP T3C3 packets,

which is more practicable and efficient.

ACC uses Algorithm 1 to evaluate the credibility of hosts.

Low-credibility hosts have their ICMP T3C3 packets blocked

to stop their attack. Based on Eq. (2), the blocking duration

will extend if hosts have sent more ICMP T3C3 packets. On

the other hand, the credibility of some hosts can be restored

when they don’t send ICMP T3C3 packets for a period of

time. The above design has two benefits. First, if a legitimate

host accidentally sends too many ICMP packets, it will only

be penalized for a short time, after which its credibility can

be restored. In this way, we can reduce false alarms. Second,

when a BM receiver keeps sending ICMP T3C3 packets, its

trust value (i.e., λj) will be kept low for a long time. In this

case, Algorithm 1 together with the penalty mechanism keeps

blocking its (malicious) ICMP T3C3 packets, which prevents

the BM receiver from attacking the controller.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We simulate an SDN network with five switches by using

Mininet [24], as Fig. 2 shows. Switch s1 acts as a gateway to

exterior networks, in which BM senders reside. Switches s2,

s3, and s4 connect with legitimate hosts and BM receivers.

For switch s5, it links with only legitimate hosts. To enable

OpenFlow, the controller and switches are respectively im-

plemented by the Ryu framework [25] and the Linux Open

vSwitch module [26]. Moreover, we employ the Hping3 tool

[27] to generate ICMP T3C3 packets.

As mentioned in Section III-B, there is no effective defense

method against BlackNurse-SC yet. In the literature, a few

studies (e.g., [28]) also adopt the concept of credibility for

attack detection, but they block malicious packets for a fixed

time. So, we propose a static credibility-based defense (SCD)

method for comparison, which reckons the credibility of each

host hj by a trust value λj . The initial value of λj is 15, and

λj is deducted by one whenever hj sends an ICMP T3C3

packet. Once λj becomes zero, hj is prohibited from sending

ICMP T3C3 packets for tbase seconds, where tbase is set to

15s. After that, λj is reset to 15.

Since BlackNurse-SC consumes the controller’s computing

resources by making it frequently change the topology view,

we thus measure the number of topology changes made by the

controller, which is defined as the number of entries updated

in the host profile. Besides, BlackNurse-SC forces switches

to send many PIMs to the controller to ask for flow rules, as

shown in Fig. 1. Thus, we measure the number of PIMs sent

TABLE I
THREE SCENARIOS USED IN EXPERIMENT 1.

scenario BM senders BM receivers legitimate hosts

A1 5 15 30
A2 10 10 30
A3 15 5 30

by switches. For the ACC scheme, we set its parameters as

follows: δ = 0.5, λH = 60, λL = 45, λth = 30, and m = 5.

The simulation time is 300s.

A. Experiment 1: BM Senders and Receivers

In experiment 1, we change the number of BM senders and

receivers to study its effect, as shown in Table I. Beginning

in the 10th second, the attacker launches one BlackNurse-SC

attack per second. Following the message flow in Fig. 1, each

BM sender sends UDP packets to all BM receivers to trigger

the attack in every iteration of BlackNurse-SC.

Fig. 3(a), (b), and (c) give the number of topology changes

per second in scenarios A1, A2, and A3. Apparently, when

there are more BM receivers (e.g., scenario A1), the controller

needs to perform more topology changes. The reason can be

found in Fig. 1, where the controller updates its host profile

(for topology changes) due to receiving ICMP T3C3 packets

and their subsequent UDP packets from BM receivers. With-

out blocking the malicious ICMP T3C3 packets, BlackNurse-

SC compels the controller to frequently change its topology

view, which will eventually exhaust its computing resources.

The attack’s effect becomes stronger with more BM receivers.

By assigning each host a trust value for evaluating its cred-

ibility, the SCD method can reduce the number of topology

changes that the controller performs. However, SCD uses a

static policy, where the duration to block ICMP T3C3 packets

is fixed to 15s. After the penalty, the trust value of a host is

always reset to 15, no matter whether the host still sent ICMP

T3C3 packets during the penalty. Hence, we can observe that

the number of topology changes in SCD will increase rapidly

and then drop to zero periodically.

Thanks to the penalty mechanism in Section IV-C, our pro-

posed ACC scheme punishes BM receivers for a longer time,

thereby eliminating most malicious ICMP T3C3 packets. As

mentioned in Section IV-D, doing so prevents the controller

from updating its host profile in Parts 2 and 3 of Fig. 1. Thus,

ACC significantly decreases the number of topology changes.

More concretely, our ACC scheme reduces 90.95%, 89.72%,

and 89.51% of the topology changes caused by BlackNurse-

SC in scenarios A1, A2, and A3. As compared with the SCD

method, ACC can diminish 83.20%, 82.40%, and 80.96% of

topology changes in scenarios A1, A2, and A3.

Fig. 3(d), (e), and (f) show the aggregate number of PIMs

sent by switches in scenarios A1, A2, and A3. Let us observe

Fig. 1. For each pair of BM sender and receiver, one PIM is

caused by the BM sender, and two PIMs are caused by the

BM receiver. Hence, the number of PIMs reduces as there are

fewer BM receivers. This phenomenon is especially manifest

when there is no defense against BlackNurse-SC. By blocking

some ICMP T3C3 packets, the SCD method can eliminate a

part of PIMs caused by BM receivers.

ACC drops more malicious ICMP T3C3 packets than SCD,

so most PIMs in ACC may be solely caused by BM senders.
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Fig. 3. Performance evaluation in experiment 1.

That explains why the gap between SCD and ACC rises as

time goes by. Specifically, the ACC scheme reduces 70.98%,

63.71%, and 65.49% of the PIMs caused by BlackNurse-SC

in scenarios A1, A2, and A3. As compared with the SCD

method, ACC can save 60.46%, 56.74%, and 60.83% of PIMs

in scenarios A1, A2, and A3.

B. Experiment 2: Attack Interval

Then, we observe the effect of the attack interval. There

are 5 BM senders, 15 BM receivers, and 30 legitimate hosts.

Besides scenario A1 (whose interval is 1s), two scenarios are

considered: in scenarios A4 and A5, starting from the 10th

second, a BlackNurse-SC attack is launched every 5s and 10s.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) present the number of topology changes

in scenarios A4 and A5. As compared with scenario A1 in

Fig. 3(a), there are fewer topology changes when the interval

between two attacks increases. That is because the number

of attacks in the simulation diminishes. In scenarios A4 and

A5, our ACC scheme eliminates 95.30% and 87.91% of the

topology changes that BlackNurse-SC brings about. Besides,

ACC decreases 91.88% and 83.25% of topology changes in

scenarios A4 and A5, as compared to the SCD method.

Fig. 4(c) and (d) show the aggregate number of PIMs in

scenarios A4 and A5. The trend is similar to that in scenario

A1 in Fig. 3(d). The ACC scheme saves 72.76% and 54.19%

of the PIMs caused by BlackNurse-SC in scenarios A4 and

A5. Compared to the SCD method, ACC can reduce 64.42%

and 46.22% of PIMs in scenarios A4 and A5.

VI. CONCLUSION

In an SDN network, the controller plays a key role and is

easily the target of attacks. BlackNurse-SC is a DDoS attack

that aims to consume the controller’s computing resources.

Unlike many DDoS attacks, BlackNurse-SC exploits a few

ICMP T3C3 packets to keep the controller busy updating its

topology view. In this paper, we propose the ACC scheme to

resist BlackNurse-SC attacks, which evaluates the credibility

of hosts according to their behavior in transmitting ICMP

T3C3 packets. For low-credibility hosts (i.e., potential BM

receivers), their ICMP T3C3 packets are blocked to avoid

attacking the controller, and the blocking time can be adjusted

according to the degree of credibility. When a host doesn’t

transmit ICMP T3C3 packets, its credibility can be restored.

With Mininet simulations, we show that the ACC scheme can

efficiently reduce topology changes that the controller makes

and PIMs sent by switches caused by attacks.

For future work, we will study the impact of BlackNurse-

SC on the distributed SDN controllers, where each controller

manages a subset of switches in the SDN network [29]. In

addition, it deserves further investigation on how to protect

controllers against BlackNurse-SC in a multi-domain SDN-

based network [30]. This may require collaboration between

controllers to detect a BlackNurse-SC attack.
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